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Latest ResourcesMWC Barcelona Manufacturing Summit 2024 Highlights

                    


                    
Read More


5G IoT Summit at MWC24 Barcelona

                    


                    
Read More


5G Deterministic Networks for Industries Whitepaper

                    


                    
Read More


IoT Guide: Connected Environment

                    


                    This report delves into the extensive number of applications of IoT technologies across three pivotal domains – air, water, and food – ...
Read More


Hawaiian Electric aims for 100% renewable energy.

                    


                    With a goal of 100% renewable energy, serving 95% of the Hawaiian population, Hawaiian Electric needed more than its 2,724 employees to ...
Read More


Real-time Monitoring of Water Quality

                    


                    Adroit and Spark NZ has installed a real-time sensor network in the Ōtākaro Avon River that will give Christchurch City Council an ...
Read More


5G IoT Strategy Group Initiatives

                    


                    Here you will find the collection of this year work from the 5G IoT Strategy group. This years theme focus for the group is on energy ...
Read More


IoT Solutions in the Energy and Environment Sectors

                    


                    Here you will find a collection of the IoT Solutions for the energy and environment sectors.
Read More


IoT Guide: Connected Energy

                    


                    This guide was produced by GSMA and research undertaken by Transforma Insights. In this guide we examine the increasingly diverse ...
Read More


Manufacturing Summit – MWC Vegas 2023

                    


                    
Read More






Latest NewsIndustry summit addresses challenges and growth in the IoT

                    


                In the past decade, the mobile industry has observed a gradual shift in focus towards IoT. The term itself has become so ingrained that ...
Read More


How does IoT with eSIM transform smart meter rollouts? – Webinar

                    


                Join expert speakers from Kigen, Kamstrup and Vodafone to explore leveraging eSIM IoT for smart metering success during this webinar on ...
Read More


IoT RSP – Enabling the growth of Massive IoT

                    


                The Internet of Things (IoT) has experienced rapid growth, presenting opportunities for innovation across various industries, ...
Read More


Why private 5G is key to Industry 4.0

                    


                Industry 4.0 promises a digital shift which will completely overhaul the way companies manufacture their products. From the Internet of ...
Read More


FAA Issues Implementation Plan Outlining Steps to Usher in Advanced Air Mobility 

                    


                The FAA has issued an implementation plan that outlines the necessary measures for the safe integration of advanced air mobility ...
Read More


Action needed within next year for UK to catch up in drone economy race, new report shows

                    


                New Report: Race to the top: assessing and accelerating drone readiness in the UK, the G7 and other leading nations BT Group, alongside ...
Read More


Nokia’s turnkey 5G-connected drone platform selected by Belgium’s Citymesh for world’s first nationwide drone network

                    


                Nokia announces a first-of-its-kind partnership with Citymesh to supply its Nokia Drone Networks platform with 70 Drone-in-a-Box (DiaB) ...
Read More


Sateliot adds satellite connectivity to 5G IoT

                    


                Sateliot has launched the first satellite in a new LEO constellation designed to provide a big coverage boost for terrestrial 5G ...
Read More


Revolutionizing drone services: How 5G technology is paving the way for a new era of AAM

                    


                As the world continues to digitalise, drones are gaining more and more relevance across a plethora of use cases. To fully realise their ...
Read More


How BT Group is using its network to power UK-first drone medical delivery trial with Skyfarer

                    


                BT Group have made no secret of their vision and ambitions when it comes to playing its part in the future of drones. The advancements ...
Read More
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Mobile IoT for Smart Cities
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Smart Cities Highlights
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      Internet of Things Community
    


    
    
Welcome to Internet of Things Community




5G is the fifth-generation cellular technology that revolutionises and enables new capabilities such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Cloud computing, Edge computing, and the Internet of Things (IoT).





Adoption of 5G and the IoT is being driven by a number of factors, including increased demand from consumers and enterprises and the availability of more affordable devices. Significant operator investment in 5G technology, spectrum and infrastructure, together with the implementation of global standards, are also helping drive growth and increase market interest in the IoT. AI, Cloud computing and Edge computing will help handle the data volumes generated by the IoT, as 5G boosts network capabity. Further 5G enhancements, such as networking slicing, private & dedicated networks and 5G core, will ultimately help realise the vision of a global IoT network, supporting a massive number of connected devices.
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			Mobile & Massive IoT
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			Critical IoT
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Mobile & Massive IoT




The 5G networks being deployed today are building on 4G networks, which employ both LTE for Machines (LTE-M) and Narrowband-IoT (NB-IoT) technologies, which will evolve into Massive IoT within 5G delivering the functionality required to support narrowband use cases.




Mobile & Massive IoT













GSMA IoT Community

GSMA Internet of Things is an initiative to help operators add value and accelerate the delivery of new connected devices and services in the IoT. This is to be achieved by industry collaboration, appropriate regulation, optimising networks as well as developing key enablers to support the growth of the IoT in the longer term.

Our vision is to enable the IoT, a world in which consumers and businesses enjoy rich new services, connected by an intelligent and secure mobile network.
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IoT Resources




To help nurture innovation and further accelerate the growth of the market, the GSMA IoT programme is curating a list of insightful resources around Mobile IoT. These resources are meant to create value for the wider ecosystem and provide insight into the technologies, use cases, market developments, and more.




All content is carefully reviewed by an editorial board.  If you would like your content to be considered for publication, please email 
[email protected]




IoT Resources








Join the IoT Marketing Group 

GSMA IoT Marketing Group gathers the IoT Business, Marketing and Strategy Leads from GSMA Mobile Network Operator Members and Ecosystem Members for driving collaborative marketing opportunities. Marketing meetings are held quarterly for sharing updates on activities, market intelligence and new resources with all members to discuss new ideas and explore co-marketing opportunities.

Criteria to Join:

	GSMA Member
	IoT Business, Marketing or Strategy Leads
	Interested in or developing cellular IoT solutions, such as 5G, LTE-M or NB-IoT”


Join Now





Find out how to join the 5G IoT Forum

The meeting is exclusive to members and can be accessed from Member Gateway.

Criteria to Join:

All GSMA members are welcome to join the Forum. Contact [email protected] for details.

Visit GSMA Membership to understand the benefits of being the GSMA member.

Join Now
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